TO: DIRECTOR, FBI (62-107261)

FROM: SAC, MIAMI (157-NEW)

SUBJECT: RICHARD COTTON
RM; "MINUTEMEN"
INFORMATION CONCERNING
INTERNAL SECURITY

Enclosed for the Bureau are 8 copies of a letterhead memorandum dated and captioned as above. Two copies each are enclosed for Atlanta, San Diego, San Francisco, Los Angeles, and Kansas City, in view of the reference to BUTTERWORTH and KING.

3 - Director (Enc. 8) (RM)
2 - Atlanta (Info) (RM) (Enc. 2)
   (1 - HOWARD W. BUTTERWORTH)
   (1 - MARTIN LUTHUR KING, JR.)
2 - Kansas City (RM) (Enc. 2)
2 - San Diego (RM) (Enc. 2)
2 - San Francisco (RM) (Enc. 2)
2 - Los Angeles (RM) (Enc. 2)
3 - Miami
   (1 - 105-4921) ("MINUTEMEN")
   (1 - 170-1 Sub. A)

LCP:fl
(16)

ALL INFORMATION CONTAINED
HEREIN IS UNCLASSIFIED
DATE 13 84 BY SP8887 [illegible]

Approved: [Signature]
Special Agent in Charge

Sent M Per [illegible]
SOURCES USED ON LETTERHEAD MEMORANDUM ARE AS FOLLOWS:

T-1 is WILLIAM SOMMERSETT, formerly MM 607-R.
T-2 is CSLA 4399-S.
T-3 is AT 1652-R.

LEADS

KANSAS CITY, SAN DIEGO, SAN FRANCISCO, LOS ANGELES

Review indices regarding RICHARD COTTON and advise Miami. If identified, contact informants and sources in effort to verify COTTON's plan to visit Miami.

U. S. Secret Service, Miami, and the Field Office Region Seven, 11th INTG Group, Miami, are being furnished one copy each of enclosed letterhead memorandum.